The 30th biennial meeting of the Polymer Physics Group will be held online and at the Institute of Physics on a hybrid format on 8-10 September 2021. It provides an opportunity for researchers from both academia and industry to discuss the latest innovations in understanding and manipulating the physical behaviour of a wide range of polymeric systems.

We carefully continue planning this conference to be held in London as an in-person meeting, with the additional possibility of online attendance for those unable to join in person (due to travel or individual restrictions). The maximum number of in-person attendees will be confirmed closer to the date, in accordance with social distancing guidelines applicable in September 2021. This series of conferences typically attracts around 100 participants.

Why support PAPS 2021?

• Increase brand awareness for your organization
• Generate quality leads for your sales and marketing teams
• Position your organisation as a leader
• Showcase your commitment to support young researchers
• Reach out to new customers and strengthen existing relationships
• Positive publicity for your organization
• Connect with hundreds of passionate scientists

Sponsorship online Packages

Platinum (3 available) £1000+VAT*
• Online product promotion and hyperlinks via de website
• Promote and link to your various social media channels
• Access to the marketing delegate list (subject to consent)
• Full page colour advert in the digital abstract book
• Official sponsor in one of the prize lectures (logo on the lecture’s welcome slide)
• Logo displayed on the welcome, closing and breaks slides
• Access to the online sessions for 2 representatives
• Slot on the programme for a 15 minute live product demonstration or lab/installation tour (with logo displayed as official sponsor of that session on the session recording)

Gold (multiple availability) £700+VAT*
• Online product promotion and hyperlinks via de website
• Promote and link to your various social media channels
• Access to the marketing delegate list (subject to consent)
• Full page colour advert in the digital abstract book
• Online poster session sponsor (through our online poster platform)
• Access to the online sessions for one representative
• Slot on the programme for a 10 minute live oral presentation (with logo displayed at the end of the recording of that session)

Silver (multiple availability) £500+VAT*
• Online product promotion and hyperlinks via de website
• Promote and link to your various social media channels
• Access to the marketing delegate list (subject to consent)
• Logo at the end of the digital abstract book
• Access to the online sessions for one representative
• Opportunity to show a pre-recorded 5 minute presentation during breaks (with logo displayed at the end of the recording of that session)

Booking
To book your package or if you have any suggestion that is not mentioned above, please contact:
Ana Santos, Institute of Physics, 37 Caledonian Road, London,N19BU,UK
Tel +44 (0)20 74704854
Email: ana.santos@iop.org

*VAT is charged at the prevailing rate, currently 20%. The Institute’s VAT registration number is 461-6000-84

The IOP continues closely monitoring the evolution of risks associated with COVID-19 (also known as Coronavirus) both domestically and internationally by following the advice of Public Health England and the World Health Organisation. Further updated will be made accordingly.